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ABSTRACT The fifth generation (5G) and beyond 5G race covers both spectral-efficient and energy-
efficientmechanisms such as simultaneouswireless information decoding and energy harvesting (SWIDEH).
Structured as full or sub-connection of hybrid-precoded mm-wave massive multiple-input multiple-output
non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) systems. However, the more practical hardware-impaired (HI)
functionality yet to be considered for point-to-point (p-to-p) MIMO is conceived from an existing system.
A hardware impairment-based power splitting is proposed for energy harvesting. The energy of the HI signal
is harnessed through the joint optimization of power allocation (PA) for information decoding (ID) and the
power splitting (PS) factor for energy harvesting (EH) using zero-forcing (ZF) precoding and minimum
mean square error (MMSE) downlink (DL) detection. Based on the simulation results, an adaptive cluster
head selection (CHS) criterion is proposed for analog precoding to mitigate intracluster interferences at
a high signal-to-noise ratio (SINR). A successive interference cancellation (SIC) is carried out to enable
dynamic channel overhead estimation and user signal detection. An investigation is done by simulating the
system performance at varied numbers of users, the number of radio-frequency (RF) chains, and channel
characteristics for modelling the user group threshold coupled with channel size reduction via an antenna
selection scheme. Observing the execution time and some graphical plots shows that the spectral and energy
efficiency can be improved by a random (R) or maximum norm average (MNA) channel vector formation
from each user’s channel matrix combined with the best adaptive correlation threshold during CHS and a
regularized ZF (RZF) precoder.

INDEX TERMS Adaptive correlation threshold, hardware-impaired (HI), hybrid-precoding, massive
multiple-input multiple-output (mMIMO), mm-wave (mmWave), non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA),
point-to-point (p-to-p) MIMO, simultaneous wireless information decoding and energy harvesting
(SWIDEH).

I. INTRODUCTION
Simultaneous wireless information decoding and energy har-
vesting (SWIDEH) is otherwise known as simultaneous wire-
less information and power transfer (SWIPT) [1]. SWIDEH
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plays a major role in current and future technology to ensure
reliable mobile stations in wireless communication networks.
Therefore, in addition to information decoding, radio fre-
quency (RF) energy from a base station (BS) is harnessed
by a mobile station (MS). Four major architectures for the
realization proposed in the literature are a separate receiver,
time-switching (TS), antenna switching (AS), and power
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splitting (PS) based [2]. The PS option provides the best
theoretical guarantees to enable SWIDEH.

Some work has been done to jointly optimize the
transmitter at the BS, the PS factor (PSF), and the
information received at the MS under predefined energy
and spectrum efficiency constraints. This bears root in
full or sub-connection of hybrid-precoded mm-wave mas-
sive multiple-input multiple-output (HP-mmWave-mMIMO)
non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) based technologies
among others [3], [4]. The work of [5] showed that residual
interference is useful for boosting harvested energy which
is detrimental to the achievable sum rate in training-based
hybrid TS/PS relay-assisted mMIMO downlink (DL) operat-
ing SWIPT mode. This energy-rate trade-off is phenomenal
with practical viability to boost SWIDEH performance when
DL spatial multiplexing is exploited in mMIMO. A similar
relaying protocol for the orthogonal multiple access (OMA)
systems is found in [6] to optimize throughput performance
with partially activated relay nodes that can be fixed or
optimized. Apart from OMA relay networks, SWIDEH has
found equivalent diversity gain in fixed power and cognitive
radio NOMA which is effective in reducing outage proba-
bility [7]. The closed-form analytical results derived from
the two power allocation strategies revealed the different
trade-offs between user fairness, reception reliability, and
system complexity.

Efforts have been made to improve wireless power
transfer (WPT)without degradingwireless information trans-
fer (WIT) in code and power domain NOMA, however,
the focus has been on the power domain for easy integra-
tion into current systems [8]. One power domain solution
is the joint design of an energy interleaver and constella-
tion rotation-based modulator in the symbol block level to
constructively superimpose the symbols destined for WIT
users thereby guaranteeing the symbol-error-rate (SER) of all
users [9]. Energy maximization at minimum rate requirement
with two user grouping strategies and a novel power allo-
cation scheme of [10] showed very high spectral efficiency
from a large number of BS antenna to radio frequency (RF)
chain ratio (256:8) at the expense of placing a lower bound
on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR≥5 dB) to which SWIDEH
can be realized compared to a better value in [11]. In [12] the
joint impact of hardware impaired (HI) and imperfect channel
state information (ICSI) on cooperative SWIPT NOMA in
muti-relay systems was studied. The authors used partial
relay selection (PRS), closed-form analytic expressions ver-
ified with numerical results for outage probability perfor-
mance of users to reveal the negative impact of transceiver
HIs and ICSI that can be significantly reduced by increasing
the number of relays.

A. CONTRIBUTIONS
While most works referenced herein, and many others
focused on multi-users (MU) single antenna and zero-
forcing (ZF) precoders except for few others that considered

point-to-point MIMO without HI or SWIDEH options [13],
[14], [15], this work intends to re-imagine the work of [11] in
a non-relaying form as follows.

• We show how point-to-point MIMO channel dimension
is reduced into multiple user single antenna mm-wave
massive MIMO NOMA channel.

• We document mathematical expressions relating HI to
PS factor (PSF).

• Development of an adaptive thresholding model for
the cluster head selection (CHS) scheme during user
grouping.

• Demonstration of the robustness of regularized zero-
forcing (RZF) over conventional ZF precoders in man-
aging HIs constituting ICSI for OMA and NOMA via
simulation results.

B. ORGANIZATION AND NOTATION
The rest of this paper is organized in the following manner.
Section II centers on the system model and conceptual CSI
dimension reduction. Section III presents the mathemati-
cal relationship between PSF and HI in the system model.
Section IV provides details on the iterative procedure for
precoder design, and user grouping with PA and PSF to
attain an optimized achievable sum rate (ASR). In section V,
simulation results are presented with and without a derived
adaptive user group threshold for ZF precoders in comparison
with the RZF for discussion. The conclusion of the work can
be found in section VI.

Notation: For the rest of this paper, bold upper and lower
case signify matrices (e.g.,X,Y) and vectors (e.g., x, y),
respectively. The transpose and Hermitian transpose opera-
tors are designated as (.)T and (.)H , respectively. The diag(x)
is the vector-to-matrix conversion with elements of x on its
diagonal while for an array of vectors (x1, x2, . . . , xN ) the
blkdiag[x1, x2, . . . , xN ] is used. E[y] denotes the expecta-
tion of y. The complex normal random variable with scalar
mean x and variance y is CN (x, y). A random variable W
with uniform distribution bounded by (x, y) is represented as
W ∼ U(x, y). The set of complex and real matrices or vectors
of dimension Nx − by − Ny is ∈ C(NxxNy) and ∈ R(NxxNy),
respectively. The real part of a complex number X is Re[X ].
The union and intersection of set X and Y are X

⋃
Y and

X
⋂
Y . The null set is 8, and the number of elements in a

set X is |X | (magnitude or size of X ). The p-norm of Y is
||Y ||p. The symbol # is used to represent the number of items
(e.g., #pins connote the number of pins).

II. SYSTEM MODEL WITH THE PROPOSED CSI
DIMENSION REDUCTION
Consider the hybrid precoded mm-wave massive point-
to-point [16] multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) non-
orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) system of Fig.1 which
requires precoder design and power allocation schedul-
ing based on channel state information (CSI) [17], [18].
There exist heavily correlated channels of users in the same
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FIGURE 1. Hybrid precoded (HP) mmWave Massive MIMO NOMA transceiver System.

direction and the highly directed beams of the large-scale
antenna in mm-wave enable NOMA deployment in each
beam for larger beamforming gains and lower inter-beam
interference compared to their OMA counterparts. Fully-
connected and sub-connected hybrid architectures with
energy harvesting (EH) capabilities for downlink communi-
cation with uplink channel estimation have been proposed
by [11]. Careful consideration of the paper portends the
possibility of adopting concepts from [7], [19], and [20],
to expand the work for users with multiple antennas, simulta-
neous (complicated) cluster head selection for user grouping,
and analog/digital precoding.

From Fig.1, the transceiver system is modelled as a single
cell such that the number of radio-frequency (RF) chains NRF
are fully utilized by an equal number of beams/rays, groups,
or clusters (NC ). The set of users in a cluster is denoted
as Uc, c = 1, 2, . . . ,C satisfying Ui

⋂
Uj = 8, i ̸= j,

|Uc| ≥ 1, and
∑C

c=1 |Uc| = K .An uplink initial channel state
information (CSI) is assumed for downlink user detection
such that the received signal vector yc ∈ C(NMx1) at an
arbitrary cluster c is represented as

yc = HH
c P

C∑
i=1

|Ui|∑
j=1

qi
√
vi,jsi,j + nc[11], (1)

where Hc is the channel matrix of NB (number of base
station transmitter antenna) by NM (number of mobile
station receiver antenna) per cluster. The corresponding
downlink Gaussian noise vector is nc ∈ C(NMx1). The ana-
log precoding matrix P ∈ C(NBxNC ) and digital precoding
vector q ∈ C(NCx1) for the cluster, c are related in the
form ||Pqc||2 = 1. The transmitted signal si,j is such that
E[|si,j|2] = 1. The transmitted power to the ith cluster and
jth user is vi,j. The precoder architecture is two folds: The
fully-connected (FC) type P(F) which is spectral efficient
(SE) and the sub-connected (SC) type P(S) which is energy
efficient (EE) in terms of the number of radio frequencies

(RFs) mapped to the transmitting antenna. So while the SE

P(F)
= [p(F)1 ,p(F)2 , . . . ,p(F)C ] with p(F)c ∈ C(NBx1), the EE

p(S)C = blkdiag[p(S)D1
,p(S)D2

, . . . ,p(S)DC
] for p(S)Dc

∈ C(NDcx1),

c = 1, 2, . . . ,C being vectors with NDc (
NB
NC

) rows/antennas
spanned across NC or NRF columns/RF of an NBxNC block
diagonal matrix [11]. All clusters for any of the two con-
nection types share similar amplitude but different phases,
However, similar to [11] and [18], channel models can be
derived as [21]:

Hc =

√
NBNM

ρc

Lc∑
i=1

α(l)
c aB(θ

(l)
B )aM (φ(l)

M ), (2)

where the number of paths for users in a cluster c is Lc.
Inspired by [11], each path is characterized by a complex
gain α

(l)
c , angle of departure (AOD), θ

(l)
B , an azimuth angle

of arrival (AOA), φ
(l)
M , and the associated average path loss

ρc [21] can be represented by the number of paths, Lc.
Clustering simplifies the expression such that the NBxNM
channel matrix of (2) and the NMx1 noise vector of (1) is
reduced through common size co-located NM per user k in
cluster c by reshaping the matrix Hc and assuming the same
element-wise noise distribution in nc to obtain hc,k and nc,k
respectively. The resulting representative channel model can
then be expressed as

hc,k =

√
NBNM
Lc,k

Lc,k∑
i=1

α
(l)
c,ka

(m)(θ (l)c,k , φ
(l)
c,k )

=

Lc,k∑
i=1

z(l)c,ka
(m)(θ (l)c,k , φ

(l)
c,k ), (3)

where z(l)c,k =
√

NBNM
Lc,k

∑Lc,k
i=1 α

(l)
c,k and a(m)(θ (l)c,k , φ

(l)
c,k ) is

the steering vector projected onto one antenna out of
NM antennas that are chosen at random, indexed m for
all K users when implemented as detailed in [21] for
both uniform linear array (ULA) and uniform planner
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array (UPA). The received signal at the kth user is thenwritten
as

yc,k = hHc,kP
C∑
i=1

|Ui|∑
j=1

qi
√
vi,jsi,j + nc,k [11], (4)

the expanded form is the same as (see page 195 of [22])

yc,k = hHc,kPqc
√
vc,ksc,k

+ hHc,kPqc

k−1∑
j=1

√
vc,jsc,j +

|Uc|∑
j=k+1

√
vc,jsc,j


+ hHc,kP

C∑
i ̸=c

|Ui|∑
j=1

qi
√
vi,jsi,j + nc,k , (5)

where the expressions on the right of the equality sign
represent the desired, intra-beam interference, inter-beam
interference, and noise signals respectively. The noise signal
nc,k is CN (0, σ 2).

III. THE MATHEMATICAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HI
AND PS FACTOR
The power splitting factor for simultaneous information
decoding and energy harvesting [11] can be seen as a func-
tion of residual hardware impairment (RHI) of signal in
mmWave massive MIMO transmitter sub-system [21], see
page 433 of [22]. This is incorporated into (4) by assuming
si,j = s̄i,j + eB, where eB accounts for the transmitter RHI
(TRHI) signal. Let eB = ēi,j so that

si,j = s̄i,j + ēi,j, (6)

The desired signal for the kth user in cluster c becomes

ydesired = hHc,kPqc
√
vc,k (s̄c,k + ēc,k ), (7)

where s̄c,k is the pure signal which can be normalized by sc,k
in (6) to get sc,k

sc,k
=

s̄c,k
sc,k
+

ēc,k
sc,k

, 1 = s̄c,k
sc,k
+

ēc,k
sc,k

,
ēc,k
sc,k
= 1 −

s̄c,k
sc,k

, and the RHI factor (ēEHc,k =
ēc,k
sc,k

) that can be harvested

given a pure signal-splitting factor (βc,k =
s̄c,k
sc,k

) is ēEHc,k =

1 − βc,k or
√
ēEHc,k =

√
1− βc,k , where βc,k : 0 ≤ βc,k ≤ 1.

βc,k becomes the power splitting factor for which the energy
harvesting signal in [11] is expressed:

yEHc,k =
√
1− βc,kyc,k . (8)

Similarly, when h̄Hc,k = hHc,kP from (4) the harvested energy
in terms of signal power [11]:

PEHc,k = η(1− βc,k )

 C∑
i=1

|Ui|∑
j=1

||h̄Hc,kqi||
2
2vi,j + σ 2

n

 , (9)

where the energy conversion efficiency is given as η : 0 ≤
η ≤ 1. The signal for information decoding (ID) at the kth
user in cluster c is

yIDc,k =
√

βc,kyc,k + uc,k [11]. (10)

where the power-splitting noise, uc,k is equivalent to the
receiver RHI [21], eM which follows the distribution uc,k =
CN (0, σ 2

u ) and suites the concerns of [23] as it affects NOMA
systems.

IV. ITERATIVE HP DESIGN, USER GROUPING WITH PA
AND PSF OPTIMIZATION
The NOMA concept is applied in each cluster where
intra-beam interference is circumvented by successive inter-
ference cancellation (SIC) for multi-user signal detection
according to [24]. The enabling assumption, without loss

of generality, is that ||h̄Hc,1qi||
2
2
≥ ||h̄Hc,2qi||

2
2
≥ . . . ≥

||h̄Hc,|Ui|qi||
2

2
for i ≜ c = 1, 2, . . . ,C . This user ordering

due to near-far effect enables the kth user in cluster c to
cancel interference from decodeable intra-beam users (i > k)
with lower effective channel gain while CSI overhead can
be avoided using zero-forcing (ZF) detection scheme [25].
Besides, SIC is insensitive to imperfect CSI by 88% in
mm-wave MIMO systems [26]. The resulting received signal
for ID from (10) is

yIDc,k =
√

βc,k

(
h̄Hc,kqc

√
vc,ksc,k + h̄Hc,kqc

k−1∑
j=1

√
vc,jsc,j

+ h̄Hc,k

C∑
i ̸=c

|Ui|∑
j=1

qc
√
vi,jsi,j + nc,k

)
+uc,k [11],

(11)

where sc,k = s̄c,k + ēc,k and the signal-to-interference-plus-
noise ratio (SINR) at the kth user in cluster c is expressed as

SINRc,k =
||h̄Hc,kqc||

2
2
vc,k

ζc,k
[11], (12)

where
ζc,k = (||h̄Hc,kqi||

2
2

∑k−1
j=1 vc,j +

∑C
i ̸=c ||h̄

H
c,kqi||

2
2

∑|Ui|
j=1 vi,j

+ σ 2
n +

σ 2
u

βc,k
). The matching achievable rate is expressed as

Rc,k = log (1+ SINRc,k )[11]. (13)

Furthermore, the achievable sum rate (ASR) is

Rsum =
C∑
c=1

|Ui|∑
k=1

Rc,k [11]. (14)

The ASR is one way to control the maximal admissible
users per cluster with a lower bound of 1 + 1, the 1 is
dependent on the interference tolerance capability [27]. It gets
better with careful design of the five parameters involved. The
parameter design can be ordered as follows. User grouping (c)
before analog precoding matrix (P), then digital precoder (qc)
followed by power allocation (vc,k ) and splitting (βc,k ), where
c = 1, 2, . . . ,C and k = 1, 2, . . . , |Uc|. Optimizing all five
parameters at the same time could be challenging. However,
a modular approach is made possible by addressing the user
grouping and hybrid precoding before jointly optimizing the
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FIGURE 2. Flow chart for the proposed cluster head selection (CHS).

power allocation and splitting. In NOMA, the number of
users K is more than the number of RF chains NRF or beams
(clusters, Nc) accessed at the same frequency and time. The
implication is that only NRF = Nc precoding vectors are
available to serve the K users. This motivates hybrid precod-
ing schemes such as cluster head selection (CHS) algorithm
that satisfies 1+1, the lower bound for ASR [11]. One user
is selected as a cluster head for each one of the (NRF = Nc)
beams first before designing a suitable analog precoder based
on their representative antenna array gains. Other users are
grouped with the most correlated cluster head based on the
representative CSI. So, while analog precoding is designed
to obtain all user antenna array gain using a selected cluster
head in each beam, digital precoding is designed to cancel
inter-user interference by selecting users with the strongest
representative channel gain per beam. The channel estimation
method in [21] may be assumed before clustering.

A detailed CHS algorithm according to [11] begins with
minimizing the channel correlation between selected cluster
heads for inter-beam interference cancellation. All user chan-
nels below the set correlation threshold become candidates
for the next cluster selection ofwhich the user with the highest
gain becomes the next cluster head. The process is repeated
for all RFs with successive thresholds updated for every
cluster head search to form a set of cluster heads, UH . The
entire procedure is summarized in the flow chart of Fig.2. It is
interesting to note that [11] suggested that alternative algo-
rithms that will perform better must exceed the polynomial
complexity of the CHS algorithm. However, the simulation
results of section V shows that significant improvements

can still be achieved with the same algorithm by making
the initial correlation threshold (δ) adaptive in finding the
first cluster head before updating it to get subsequent cluster
heads. The shaded blocks represent areas of contribution. The
first shaded block constitutes the CSI dimension reduction,
explained earlier in section II. This is suitable for comparison
with [11] in the second shaded blockwhere (δ) is revised from
a constant value to a dependent variable. It is discussed later
in section V.

More sophisticated hybrid precoding schemes are pro-
posed in the literature [11], and the reason is stated as follows.
A known bit quantized phase shifter is practical for analog
precoding yet serves as a constraint to accuracy. The elements
of the analog precoding matrix will therefore take values
limited to quantized forms:

P(F)
=

1
√
NB

e−j
2πn
2#bits (Fully connected)[11], (15)

P(S)
=

1√
NDc

e−j
2πn
2#bits (Sub-connected)[11], (16)

where NDc =
NB
NC

and n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 2#bits − 1. Analog
precoding can be designed based on the channel vector of
cluster heads hUH (c) in the set UH such that the element-wise
angle differs slightly from the precoder quantized angle p̄(F)c
or p̄(S)c for each cluster. That is, hUH (c) is orthogonal to
p̄(F)c or p̄(S)c which gets maximized in the antenna array gain

|hUH (c)p̄
(F)
c |

2 or |hUH (c)p̄
(S)
c |

2 respectively. The expression
for the respective element-wise analog precoding vectors
are

p̄(F)c (i) =
1
√
NB

e−j
2π n̂
2#bits [11], and (17)

p̄(S)c (i) =
1√
NDc

e−j
2π n̂
2#bits [11], (18)

where i = 1, 2, . . . ,NB for a fully connected case, i =
(c− 1)NDc + 1, (c− 1)NDc + 2, . . . , cNDc for sub-connected
cases and n̂ is the minimization function represented
as

n̂ = argmin
n∈(n=0,1,2,...,2#bits−1)

|̸ (hUH (c)(i))− e
−j 2π n̂

2#bits |[11]. (19)

The kth user in any cluster after obtaining the analog
precoding vectors can now have an equivalent channel vector
h̄Hk = hHk P. A user k ̸∈ UH is then grouped by a maximiza-
tion function ĉ:

ĉ = argmax
n∈(0,1,2,...,C)

|h̄Hk − h̄HUH (c)|

||h̄Hk ||2 − ||h̄
H
UH (c)
||2

[11], (20)

where ĉ is the beam or cluster that the equivalent channel
correlation between the user u and any one of the cluster head
UH is highest.

The digital precoding can be derived using the low-
complexity zero-forcing (ZF) precoding when the equivalent
channel vector of the kcth user given as h̄kc is assumed to be
the highest in the cluster. That is h̄c,k = h̄kc , so that for all kth
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users in each cluster c = 1, 2, . . . ,C the equivalent channel
matrix is H̄ = [h̄k1 , h̄k2 , . . . , h̄kC ]. The digital precoding
matrix can then be generated as

Q̄ ≜ [q̄1, q̄2, . . . , q̄C ] = [H̄(H̄H H̄)−1][11], (21)

while the digital precoding vector is obtained by
normalizing q̄c:

qc =
q̄c
||Pq̄c||2

[11], (22)

Since the kth user is made the cluster head user reordering of
the form earlier described is carried out:

||h̄Hc,1qc||
2
2 ≥ ||h̄

H
c,2qc||

2
2 ≥ . . . ≥ ||h̄Hc,|Uc|qc||

2
2[11]. (23)

This marks the end of the user grouping and hybrid precoding
design. A look at the joint power splitting and allocation prob-
lem from the ASR expression of (14) presents the challenge
of coupling both power allocation and splitting factors for
different users. This intractable problem receives an iterative
algorithmic approach to a sub-optimal solution [11]. It fol-
lows a formulation as

argmax
(vc,k ),(βc,k )

C∑
c=1

|Ui|∑
k=1

Rc,k

s.t. C1 : vc,k ≥ 0, ∀ c, k,

C2 :

C∑
c=1

|Ui|∑
k=1

vc,k ≤ Vth,

C3 : Rc,k ≥ Rmin
c,k , ∀ c, k,

C4 : PEHc,k ≥ P
min
c,k , ∀ c, k[11], (24)

where the power allocation to each user is constrained to
be positive by C1, the maximum total transmitted power
at the BS is defined by the constraint C2, each user data
rate is constrained to a minimum value Rmin

c,k by C3, and
the minimum energy harvesting constraint is defined by C4.

The maximization of the objective makes (24) a non-convex
problem that can be optimized iteratively by employing the
extended Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula [28], [29]
for convexification as in [11] and [17]:

(A+ BCD)−1 = A−1 − A−1B(I+ CDA−1B)
−1

CDA−1,

(25)

where for A = 1,C = vc,k ,D = ||h̄Hc,kqc||
2
2, and B ≜ ζ−1c,k

(12) can be transformed as

(1+ SINRc,k )−1 = 1−
{
(ζc,k + vc,k ||h̄Hc,kqc||

2
2)
−1

× vc,k ||h̄Hc,kqc||
2
2

}
,

(26)

where c and k remain the cluster and user index respectively.
Estimate (11) as

ỹc,k = h̄Hc,kqc
√
vc,ksc,k + h̄Hc,kqc

k−1∑
j=1

√
vc,jsc,j

+ h̄Hc,k

C∑
i ̸=c

|Ui|∑
j=1

qc
√
vi,jsi,j + nc,k +

uc,k√
βc,k

[11].

(27)

This is necessary to aid the formulation of the detection
problemwhich involves getting sc,k from ỹc,k usingminimum
mean square error (MMSE) detection.

ς∗c,k = argmin
ςc,k

E
{
|sc,k − ςc,k ỹc,k |2

}
[11]. (28)

where E
{
|sc,k − ςc,k ỹc,k |2

}
= MSEc,k is the mean square

error (MSE) and ςc,k is the channel equalization coefficient
that balances channel differences based on initial assumptions
made. The MSE can be expressed with reduced complex
addition:

MSEc,k = E
{
|sc,k − ςc,k ỹc,k |2

}
,

= E
{
(sc,k )2 − 2Re(sc,kςc,k ỹc,k )+ (ςc,k ỹc,k )2

}
,

= E
{
(sc,k )2

}
− 2ReE

{
(sc,kςc,k ỹc,k )

}
+ E

{
(ςc,k ỹc,k )2

}
, (29)

Recall E
{
(sc,k )2

}
= 1 for the desired signal can be used to

simplify (29) assuming E
{
(sc,ksi ̸=c,j ̸=k )

}
= 0, E

{
(nc,k )

}
≡

E
{
(uc,k )

}
= 0, E

{
(uc,k )2

}
= σ 2

u , E
{
(nc,k )2

}
= σ 2

n , and
compacting other terms in the form of ζc,k in (12) to obtain

MSEc,k = 1− 2Re(ςc,k h̄Hc,kqc
√
vc,k )

+ |ςc,k |
2(||h̄Hc,kqc||

2
2vc,k + ζc,k )[11].

(30)

To achieve (28), a partial derivative of (30) related to ςc,k is
obtained as:

∂MSEc,k
∂ςc,k

= −2(h̄Hc,kqc
√
vc,k )

+ 2ςc,k (||h̄Hc,kqc||
2
2vc,k + ζc,k ). (31)

The optimum equalization co-efficient ς∗c,k , is obtained by
finding the value of ςc,k in RHS of (31) which satisfies
( ∂MSEc,k

∂ςc,k
) = 0. That is

ς∗c,k = (h̄Hc,kqc
√
vc,k )(||h̄Hc,kqc||

2
2vc,k + ζc,k )−1[11]. (32)

Substitute (32) into (30) to get the MMSE.

MSE∗c,k = 1− 2
{ (h̄Hc,kqc

√
vc,k )

(||h̄Hc,kqc||
2
2vc,k + ζc,k )

}
(h̄Hc,kqc

√
vc,k )

+

{{ (h̄Hc,kqc
√
vc,k )

(||h̄Hc,kqc||
2
2vc,k + ζc,k )

}2
× (||h̄Hc,kqc||

2
2vc,k + ζc,k )

}
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= 1− 2
(h̄Hc,kqc||

2
2vc,k )

(||h̄Hc,kqc||
2
2vc,k + ζc,k )

+
(h̄Hc,kqc||

2
2vc,k )

(||h̄Hc,kqc||
2
2vc,k + ζc,k )

= 1−
(||h̄Hc,kqc||

2
2vc,k )

(||h̄Hc,kqc||
2
2vc,k + ζc,k )

[11] (33)

Observe that, by comparing (26) with (33) based on (28) we
have the expressions for MMSE.

(1+ SINRc,k )−1 = min
ςc,k

E
{
|sc,k − ςc,k ỹc,k |2

}
[11], (34)

where

min
ςc,k

MSEc,k = MSE∗c,k . (35)

To maximize ASR in (24) the achievable rate (AR) of the kth
user in cluster c, that is, Rc,k is maximized from (34)-(35):

(1+ SINRc,k )−1 = min
ςc,k

MSEc,k (36)

1
(1+ SINRc,k )

= min
ςc,k

MSEc,k (37)

1
minςc,k MSEc,k

= (1+ SINRc,k ) (38)

(1+ SINRc,k ) = max
ςc,k

MSE−1c,k (39)

The logarithm of (39) gives the AR in (13):

Rc,k ≜ log2 (1+ SINRc,k ) = log2max
ςc,k

MSE−1c,k

= max
ςc,k

(log2MSE−1c,k )

= max
ςc,k

(− log2MSEc,k )[11]

(40)

A proposition is made at this point to remove the log function
as follows [11].
Proposition 1: Given f (a) = − ab

ln 2 + log2 a +
1
ln 2 , and a

is a positive real number, then

max
a>0

f (a) = − log2 b, (41)

where the optimal value of a is a∗ = 1
b . This allows for Rc,k

and the maximization term in (40) to be re-written as

Rc,k = max
ςc,k

max
ac,k>0

(−
ac,kMSEc,k

ln 2
+ log2 ac,k +

1
ln 2

)[11]

(42)

It follows that the optimization problem of (24) can be re-
written as

max
ςc,k

max
ac,k>0

C∑
c=1

|Uc|∑
k=1

(−
ac,kMSEc,k

ln 2
+ log2 ac,k )

s.t. C1,C2,C3,C4[11]. (43)

The solution is preserved without the constant term in (42).
The iterative optimization algorithm of (43) is carried out to

optimize vc,k , βc,k , ςc,k , and ac,k disjointly. It begins with a
given optimal power allocation viter-1c,k and the power-splitting
factor β iter-1

c,k in the previous iteration, say iter-1, continues to
find ς iter

c,k and a
iter
c,k in the next iteration based on (32) and (41):

ς iter
c,k = (h̄Hc,kqc

√
viter-1c,k )(||h̄Hc,kqc||

2
2v

iter-1
c,k + ζ iter-1

c,k )−1[11],

(44)

where

ζ iter-1
c,k = ||h̄Hc,kqi||

2
2

k−1∑
j=1

viter-1c,j +

{ C∑
i ̸=c

||h̄Hc,kqi||
2
2

×

|Ui|∑
j=1

viter-1i,j

}
+ σ 2

n +
σ 2
u

β iter-1
c,k

[11],

(45)

while

aiterc,k =
1

MSE∗iterc,k

[11], (46)

from (42), and from (33)

MSE∗iterc,k = 1−
(||h̄Hc,kqc||

2
2v

iter-1
c,k )

(||h̄Hc,kqc||
2
2v

iter-1
c,k + ζ iter-1

c,k )
[11]. (47)

A simplified form of the optimization problem in (43) would
then be to minimize the negative term in the objective func-
tion as

min
(vc,k ),(βc,k )

C∑
c=1

|Uc|∑
k=1

aiterc,kMSEiter
c,k

s.t. C iter
1 : v

iter
c,k ≥ 0, ∀ c, k,

C iter
2 :

C∑
c=1

|Ui|∑
k=1

viterc,k ≤ Vth,

C iter
3 : R

iter
c,k ≥ R

min
c,k , ∀ c, k,

C iter
4 : P

EH (iter)
c,k ≥ Pmin

c,k , ∀ c, k, [11] (48)

where

MSEiter
c,k = 1− 2Re(ς iter

c,k h̄
H
c,kqc

√
viterc,k )

+ |ς iter
c,k |

2(||h̄Hc,kqc||
2
2v

iter
c,k + ζ iter

c,k )[11].

(49)

The objective in (48) is made convex by adding the constrain
that τ iterc,k ≥

1
β iter
c,k

in the expanded form of ζ iter
c,k in (49):

˜MSE
iter
c,k = 1− 2Re(ς iter

c,k h̄
H
c,kqc

√
viterc,k )

+ |ς iter
c,k |

2
(
||h̄Hc,kqc||

2
2

k∑
j=1

viterc,k

+

C∑
i ̸=c

||h̄Hc,kqi||
2
2

|Ui|∑
j=1

viteri,j + σ 2
n + σ 2

u τ iterc,k

)
[11],

(50)
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to obtain

min
(vc,k ),(βc,k )

C∑
c=1

|Uc|∑
k=1

aiterc,k
˜MSE

iter
c,k [11], (51)

with an added constraint

C iter
5 : τ iterc,k ≥

1

β iter
c,k

, ∀ c, k[11]. (52)

The third constraint in (48) is also made convex by the
following transformation.

C̃ iter
3 : ||h̄

H
c,kqc||

2
2v

iter
c,k − ωc,k ||h̄Hc,kqc||

2
2

k−1∑
j=1

viterc,k

− ωc,k

C∑
i ̸=c

||h̄Hc,kqi||
2
2

|Ui|∑
j=1

viteri,j − ωc,kσ
2
n

− ωc,kσ
2
u τ iterc,k ≥ 0,

: ||h̄Hc,kqc||
2
2v

iter
c,k − ωc,k ||h̄Hc,kqc||

2
2

k−1∑
j=1

viterc,k

− ωc,k

C∑
i ̸=c

||h̄Hc,kqi||
2
2

|Ui|∑
j=1

viteri,j

− ωc,kσ
2
u τ iterc,k ≥ ωc,kσ

2
n [11], (53)

where ωc,k is a function of the minimum achievable rate
Rmin
c,k weighted against all interference and noise terms by the

expression ωc,k = 2R
min
c,k − 1 to ensure the desired signal

power is always dominant. The multivariable coupled nature
of the fourth and fifth constraints of (48) makes a non-convex
mixture that can be addressed by the introduction of another
variable µiter

c,k :

C iter
6 : µiter

c,k ≥
Pmin
c,k

η(1− β iter
c,k )

, ∀ c, k[11]. (54)

This allows C iter
4 in (49) to be rewritten convex-wise from (9)

as

C̃ iter
4 : η(1− β iter

c,k )(
C∑
i=1

|Ui|∑
j=1

||h̄Hc,kqi||
2
2vi,j + σ 2

n )

≥ η(1− β iter
c,k )µ

iter
c,k , ∀ c, k,

: (
C∑
i=1

|Ui|∑
j=1

||h̄Hc,kqi||
2
2vi,j + σ 2

n ) ≥ µiter
c,k ∀ c, k[11]. (55)

The constraints C iter
5 in (52) and C iter

6 in (54) are non-
convex. By employing Schur′s complement lemma suggested
in [1] through matrix representation applied in [11], both
constraints are transformed into

C̃ iter
5 :

[
β iter
c,k 1
1 τ iterc,k

]
≥ 0, ∀ c, k. (56)

C̃ iter
6 :

 µiter
c,k

√
Pmin
c,k
η√

Pmin
c,k
η

1− β iter
c,k

 ≥ 0, ∀ c, k. (57)

Finally, the optimization problem of (48) is fully convexified
into

min
(vc,k ),(βc,k )

C∑
c=1

|Uc|∑
k=1

aiterc,k
˜MSE

iter
c,k

s.t. C1,C2, C̃ iter
3 , C̃ iter

4 , C̃ iter
5 , C̃ iter

6 [11]. (58)

This standard convex optimization problem is resolved using
numerical convex program solvers [30]. The entire process
is summarized in Algorithm 1. One out of the multiple
antennas at the user is selected in step 3 and indexed for all
users in step 4 at random (R), by maximum norm average
(MNA), or a combination of both. Channels are generated
for all users assuming a fully digital (FD) or HP system
followed by the design of an analog precoder (AP) and dig-
ital precoder (DP) in step 5. The equivalent channel vector
(h̄Hc,k ) and power (Vth) allocation for each user (v0c,k ) are
then computed to obtain the minimum achievable rate (Rmin

c,k )
from the user achievable rate (R0c,k ) based on the power
splitting factor (β0

c,k ) in steps 6-9. In step 10, zero-forcing
(ZF) AP and DP are designed wherein the power allocation
and the equivalent channel vector per user are computed for
hybrid precoding (HP), HP with NOMA (HP-NOMA), and
HP with OMA (HP-OMA) accordingly. Step 10 covers what
appears to be the RF based user group thresholding (i.e.
δ = 1

NRF
) of the cluster head selection (CHS) algorithm

in [11] hinted by [31]. In step 13, the channel overhead
estimate (ς0

c,k ) due to quantization that minimizes the MSE
with the corresponding inverse (a0c,k ) is initialized for the
joint optimization of the power allocation (viterc,k ) and power
spitting factor (β iter

c,k ) in step 15. Spectrum efficiency (SE) and
energy efficiency (EE) are expected outputs for performance
evaluation under full and sub-connected HP. Given the ASR
(Rsum), total transmit power (VB =

∑C
c=1

∑|Uc|
k=1 vc,k ), num-

ber of RF chains (NRF), power consumed by each RF chain
(VRF), number of phase shifters (NPS), power consumed by
each phase shifter (VPS), and baseband power consumption
(VBB), the energy efficiency in bps/Hz/W is computed as
in [11]:

EE =
Rsum

VB + NRFVRF + NPSVPS + VBB
(59)

V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, MATLAB R2022a is used for the simulation.
The results have been presented in the form of tables and
graphs. The spectral efficiency (SE) and energy efficiency
(EE) performance at various signal-to-noise ratios is evalu-
ated. The parameters used for the computer simulations are
similar to those in [11] and presented in Table 1.

A. RESULTS
To adaptively improve the system performance in [11],
we conducted simulation test on sample values of the input’s
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Algorithm 1 Proposed Modified HP Design With Joint PA
and PS Optimization for ID and EH

Input: NB,NM ,NRF/Nc,K ,L, λ,Vth, η,Pmin
c,k , bit, cvx_

iter, N_iter, δ
1: for SNR= −20,−15, . . . , 15, 20 dB
2: while i ≤ N_iter
3: GenerateHk

c ∈ CNB×NM×k for k = 1, 2, . . . ,K users by
(2)
4: Reduce Hk

c to hHc,k by random/MNA single (m) antenna
selection in (3)
5: Initialize P(AP), Q(DP), v0c,k , and h̄c,k for FD
6: for k = 1, 2, . . . ,K
7: Generate R0c,k and β0

c,k
8: Calculate Rmin

c,k
9: end for (in 6)
10: Design AP (15)-(18), ZF DP (21)/(22), and get v0c,k ,
hHc,k for HP, HP-NOMA, and HP-OMA respectively
11: for iter = 1, 2, . . . , cvx_iter
12: for k = 1, 2, . . . ,K do
13: Initialize ς0

c,k = ς iter-1
c,k ,MSE∗0c,k = MSE*iter-1

c,k , and
a0c,k = aiter-1c,k by (44), (47), & (46)
14: end for (in 12)
15: Optimize viterc,k ← viterc,k and β iter

c,k ← β iter
c,k by (58)

16: Calculate ASR with the objective in (42)/(43) at feasi-
ble points
17: end for (in 11)
Output: SE (ASR)
18: i = i+ 1
19: end while (in 2)
Output: EE
20: end for (in 1)

TABLE 1. System parameters.

initial correlation threshold (δ = 0.3) for CHS within rea-
sonable time. This led to the development of approximate
run time values in Table 2 coupled with several graphical

TABLE 2. Approximate execution time (seconds) for system loading
under specified schemes.

FIGURE 3. SE Vs SNR comparison between existing threshold δ(c) [11] and
sample threshold δ(NRF) for proposed HI based system (NRF = 4, K = 6).

plots for comparison. The first sample considered making the
threshold a function of the number of RF chains such that
δ(NRF) = 1/NRF. This represents a difference of 0.05 from
the original δ(c) = c, where c is a constant (0.3) and NRF is 4.
It has a significant effect as seen in the SE plot of Fig. 3 with-
out a noticeable change in the EE plot of Fig.4. Disparities
are better noticed in the 10 to 20 dB SNR range of Fig. 3,
therefore, we concentrate on [5, 20] SNR. The change in
the SE value of the sub-connected (SC) system configuration
is more visible for both NOMA and OMA than the fully-
connected (FC) type. The fully digital (FD) configuration is
included to serve as a reference for performance evaluation.
Other samples of δ were tried based on the perceived rela-
tionship between NRF,K , and hc,k . The RHH represents the
case where δ is chosen as the minimum equivalent channel
correlation between K users (that is, δ(RHH ) = min RHH ).
The K ,NRF represents

δ(K ,NRF) = 0 −ϖ (60)

where 0 =
(K+NRF)
(K×NRF)

. and ϖ =
(1−0)
10 . Another signifi-

cant yet positive impact is observed in the SE plot when
this derived value of δ(K ,NRF) is compared with existing
work δ(c) shown in Fig. 5 which supersedes the performance
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FIGURE 4. EE Vs SNR comparison between existing threshold δ(c) [11] and
sample threshold δ(NRF) for proposed HI based system (NRF = 4, K = 6).

FIGURE 5. SE Vs SNR comparison between existing threshold δ(c) [11]
and proposed threshold δ(K , NRF) for HI based system (NRF = 4, K = 6).

of the proposed δ(RHH ) in Fig. 6. While Figs. 5 and 6
are plotted for NRF = 4, K = 6, a similar performance is
noticed with the second proposed δ(K ,NRF) in Figs. 7 and
8 for most of the SNR range when NRF = 2, K = 3. This
provides some level of consistent improvement compared
to that of the first proposed δ(RHH ) for the two underload
cases tested. The trade-off is in the increased evaluation
time for higher system loading relative to the number of RF
chains.

At NRF = 2, in the full-load (K = 4) and overload
(K = 5) cases, the SEs of the proposed 1 − δ(RHH ) and
2 − δ(K ,NRF) are compared in Figs. 9 and 10 per system
loading condition. The second proposed δ(K ,NRF) remains
a better choice model. Generally, it is observed that the SE
remains somewhat unchanged at specificNRF and any system
loading condition. The FC/SC NOMA and FC/SC OMA
curve parallel each other closely with increasing SNR thereby
giving both FC and SC NOMA the needed advantage over

FIGURE 6. SE Vs SNR comparison between existing threshold δ(c) [11]
and proposed threshold δ(RHH ) for HI based system (NRF = 4, K = 6).

FIGURE 7. SE Vs SNR comparison between existing threshold δ(c) [11]
and proposed threshold δ(K , NRF) for HI based system (NRF = 2, K = 3).

their OMA counterparts. Specifically, the SE value of SC
NOMA will eventually be greater than that of the FC OMA
within smaller SNR as the number of users increases. The
early interception between SE values of SC NOMA and FC
OMA before exceeding the FC OMA added to the deviations
from the objective of achieving a near FD SE performance
arising from intra-cluster interference and SIC error propa-
gation [31] can be seen as a function of the radio frequency
resource NRF and the number of users K .
The EE plot when NRF = 2,K = 3 for threshold values

δ(c) [11], 1− δ(RHH ) and 2− δ(K ,NRF) is shown in Fig. 11
while that of when NRF = 4,K = 6 is shown in Fig. 12.
The plots further validate the motivation to use the second
proposed δ(K ,NRF) as the best and preferred adaptive model
for the initial correlation threshold in the proposed system.
In addition, justification is provided by the performance of
the SE and EE plots comparing the two proposed thresh-
olds for the second full-load case (NRF = 4,K = 8) of
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FIGURE 8. SE Vs SNR comparison between existing threshold δ(c) [11]
and proposed threshold δ(RHH ) for HI based system (NRF = 2, K = 3).

FIGURE 9. SE Vs SNR comparison between proposed threshold
1 − δ(RHH ) and 2 − δ(K , NRF) for HI based system (NRF = 2, K = 4).

Figs. 13 and 14, respectively. The SE plot reveals a similar
trend where the SC NOMA exceed FC OMA at a lower SNR
value as the number of users increases. However, the EE plot
also reveals the limit of FC OMA below the reference FD
system performance. It is observed that the second proposed
threshold value of δ(K ,NRF) may not be as effective as the
first proposed threshold value of δ(RHH ) at some higher SNR
points beyond 15 dB.

The assumption that the channel matrix for each user
is known provides room for proposing the user channel
matrix to vector selection schemes based on random/rand.
(R) indexed (m) user vector, maximum norm average (MNA)
for all such indexed (m) users per time, or a combination of
the two (R_MNA). Figs. 15 and 16 show the SE and EE per-
formance of the three schemes (S1, S2, and S3, respectively)
compared with the reference paper [11]. The combination
policy for the R_MNA scheme is to use R for K > 2NRF
and MNA, otherwise. The SNR range of focus remains [5],
[20] dB. Both S2-MNA and S3-R_MNA are similar but have

FIGURE 10. SE Vs SNR comparison between proposed threshold
1 − δ(RHH ) and 2 − δ(K , NRF) for HI based system (NRF = 2, K = 5).

FIGURE 11. EE Vs SNR comparison between existing threshold,proposed
threshold 1 − δ(RHH ) and 2 − δ(K , NRF) for HI based system
(NRF = 2, K = 3).

smaller run-time to implement than the S1-R (see Table 2).
However, the gains of the R scheme are seen in the SE plot
of Fig. 17 which shows SC NOMA can match and possibly
outperform FC OMA at 20 dB SNR and beyond. In Fig. 16,
the EE plot of the R scheme is better than the other schemes,
especially for the SC type of systems. The R scheme provides
a significant EE to SE tradeoff beyond [11] than the other
proposed schemes. For that reason, the energy-efficient R
scheme is selected for modified HP despite its long run time.

So far, the modified user group and hybrid precoding for
information decoding and energy harvesting in hardware-
impaired point-to-point mm-wave massive MIMO NOMA
is implemented by combining the proposed adaptive initial
thresholding δ(K ,NRF) and the matrix to vector pilot signal-
ing R scheme with zero-forcing (ZF) digital precoding. The
SE and EE plots of the combination feature C-R/(K ,NRF) in
contrast with δ(c) [11] as shown in Figs. 17 and 18. Only the
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FIGURE 12. EE Vs SNR comparison between existing threshold,proposed
threshold 1 − δ(RHH ) and 2 − δ(K , NRF) for HI based system
(NRF = 4, K = 6).

FIGURE 13. SE Vs SNR comparison between proposed threshold
1 − δ(RHH ) and 2 − δ(K , NRF) for HI based system (NRF = 4, K = 8).

SC systems appear to have significantly improved at 10 and
20 dB SNR in the SE plot. In the 15-20 dB SNR region of
the EE plot, the FC system performance relative to the FD
system is below expectation. Hence, the need for the proposed
regularized ZF (RZF). The proposed RZF is similar to [32]
but differs by the regularizing factor such that from (21)

Q̄ = (H̄(H̄H H̄)−1 + ξI), (61)

where ξ =
√
(diag1≤j≤n

∑m
i=1 h̄

H
(i,j)),m is the cardinality of

cluster heads in the set UH , and n is the number of users K .

ξ is simply the square root of the resultant diagonalization
after a column sum of H̄H is carried out. This concludes the
proposed modification PM-C/RZF compared with δ(c) [11]
in the SE and EE plots of Figs. 19 and 20. Generally, in the
SE plot, the RZF is most effective at 5 dB SNR and below
while the ZF performance is appreciable above 5 dB SNR.
In the EE plot, both NOMA and OMA curves perform well

FIGURE 14. EE Vs SNR comparison between proposed threshold
1 − δ(RHH ) and 2 − δ(K , NRF) for HI based system (NRF = 4, K = 8).

FIGURE 15. SE Vs SNR performance between existing multiple user single
antenna channel vector [11] and proposed multiple users multiple
antenna equivalent channel vector selection schemes (S1-R, S2-MNA, and
S3-R_MNA) at NRF = 4 and K = 6.

above the set limit at the expense of lowered energy efficiency
values for most of the SNR range. Especially at [0, 20] SNR.

The normalized mean square error (NMSE) of signal
detection relative to the channel estimate for the proposed
methods along the best-performing in each of the three (3)
stages: 2-δ(K ,NRF), C-R/(K ,NRF), and PM-C/RZF are plot-
ted in Figs. 21-23. It is computed with (47) and we observed
that the accuracy is between 0.01 and 10 which degrades with
increasing SNR when compared with the FD system.

B. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
This work assumes multiple antennas at both BS and
MS operating UL channel estimation for mm-wave mas-
sive MIMO OMA with known channel estimates and
DL mm-wave massive MIMO NOMA where user group-
ing, hybrid precoding, and power allocation for SWIDEH
are conceived as hardware-impaired. The performance is
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FIGURE 16. EE Vs SNR performance between existing multiple user single
antenna channel vector [11] and proposed multiple users multiple
antenna equivalent channel vector selection schemes (S1-R, S2-MNA, and
S3-R_MNA) at NRF = 4 and K = 6.

FIGURE 17. SE Vs SNR comparison between existing threshold δ(c) [11]
and proposed method combination C-R/(K , NRF) for HI based system
(NRF = 4, K = 6).

benchmarked with a fully digital (FD) system in [11] com-
pared to DL mm-wave massive MIMO OMA forming the
basis on which further development is explored. The results
support the claim that the capacity of mm-wave massive
MIMO with NOMA outperforms that of OMA at high SNR,
especially under a cell-edge scenario [33]. Another possible
supported claim is the limiting power of co-channel interfer-
ences from neighbouring users on the SE performance that
is evident at SNRs where δ(RHH ) is better than δ(K ,NRF)
because it prioritizes the channel correlation above the rela-
tionship between the number of users and the radio fre-
quency resource. However, the greater effect is short lived for
NRF = 2 based on the simulation results. The SE result of
the proposed initial threshold value (δ) compared to existing
work [11] shows that the sensitivity of the sub-connected
(SC) system (NOMA and OMA) may be higher than that of
the fully-connected (FC) type with increasing SNR. This can

FIGURE 18. EE Vs SNR comparison between existing threshold δ(c) [11]
and proposed method combination C-R/(K , NRF) for HI based system
(NRF = 4, K = 6).

FIGURE 19. SE Vs SNR comparison between existing threshold δ(c) [11]
and proposed method PM/C-RZF for HI based system (NRF = 4, K = 6).

also be attributed to the factored number of users and radio
frequency resources as the basis for thresholding.

The random (R) antenna selection scheme shows con-
sistent improvement in SE at the cost of the longest com-
puter simulation time for initial value ξ = 0 (ZF) in (61).
The weakness of the ZF precoder (ξ = 0) is revealed
by cross-over curves at high SNR point(s) thereby show-
ing the sensitivity of the hybrid precoder in meeting design
specifications. The combination of a random (R) antenna
selection scheme and any of the adaptive initial thresholds
δ(RHH ) or δ(K ,NRF) reveals the superiority of δ(K ,NRF)
further, and better improvement in SE/EE for fully connected
HP systems. The choice of NRF and K values are inspired
by [34] such that the system can be underloaded, fully loaded,
and overloaded. An NRF to K ratio of 2:6 (not included)
would be four (4) times computation intensive than 2:5,
the results are consistent with the design requirements of
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FIGURE 20. EE Vs SNR comparison between existing threshold δ(c) [11]
and proposed method PM/C-RZF for HI based system (NRF = 4, K = 6).

FIGURE 21. NMSE Vs SNR of best stage 1 method (K , NRF) for HI based
system (NRF = 4, K = 6).

having 2-3 users per RF for best performance [35]. For higher
loading like 10 users on 4 RF chains (that is, 4:10), the
computation time gets unbearable making it unsuitable for
delay-intolerant applications. The computation time factor is
common with iterative methods [36]. This problem can be
addressed using rate splitting for adding low data rate (LDR)
users to the primary users [37].

Finally, the NMSE performance of the three stages
observed reveals the impact of the first stage where only
the initial correlation threshold δ(K ,NRF) is updated in the
work of [11]. This notable improvement does not go beyond
the polynomial computational complexity of the CHS algo-
rithm. This is because the first (K ,NRF) stage computation
is done once for the entire number of iterations. The same
goes for the second (R) stage. The third (RZF) stage can
also be approximated as a scaled version of the ZF used
in [11]. The robustness of RZF is felt in keeping the EE
within the performance limit. An in-depth analysis that is

FIGURE 22. NMSE Vs SNR of best stage 2 method C-R/(K , NRF) for HI
based system (NRF = 4, K = 6).

FIGURE 23. NMSE Vs SNR of best stage 3 method PM/C-RZF for HI based
system (NRF = 4, K = 6).

out of the scope of this work can be conducted for further
evaluation.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, a modified user grouping and HP design with
joint power allocation (PA) and power splitting (PS) opti-
mization for SWIDEH has been proposed for the HI HP-
mmWave-mMIMO NOMA system interacting with com-
mon multi-antenna users. The point-to-point MIMO channel
matrix realization for each user is reduced to a channel vector
by a single antenna representative selection. The base station
uses the assumed dimension-reduced uplink channel esti-
mates from each user to design a hybrid (analog and digital)
precoder. An adaptive initial threshold-based cluster head
selection scheme is introduced by transforming a constant
initial correlation threshold into a function of varying iden-
tified influencing parameters. This improves the quantized
analog precoder, equivalent channel, and correlation-based
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user grouping for a zero-forcing (ZF) digital precoder design
to cancel inter-user interference. Thereafter, the joint power
allocation at the base station and power splitting factor at
the mobile station is optimized through the MMSE user
detection technique. Such that the achievable sum rate is
maximized at the base station translating into higher spectrum
efficiency and energy efficiency as in the case of full and
sub-connection types respectively. The computer simulation
results from using the best EE antenna selection and adaptive
initial threshold for CHS show significant SE/EE perfor-
mance improvement as SNR increases compared to similar
work in the literature.

For future work, it would be interesting to develop an
actual channel estimation scheme for the system. Because
it was observed that equivalent channel estimates, like the
bit error rate (BER) pattern of [38], become less accurate
compared to FD system performance with increasing SNR.
Therefore, it is expected that machine learning [39] withmore
accurate equivalent channel estimates at [-20,0] dB SNR
can be trained for improving the performance at [-5,30] dB
SNR. One particular interest is the use of transfer learning
(TL) because, unlike most machine learning (ML) which
requires large data sets, transfer learning does not [40], [41],
[42], [43], and [44]. Alternatively, the SNR can be factored
among parameters that determine the correlation threshold
for cluster head selection (CHS) or ZF. Another direction
will be to explore the analytical performance of regularized
zero-forcing in hardware and non-hardware impaired-based
mm-wave massive MIMO.
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